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CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Mr. Cooper? Are rhere any turther
questions from the panel? I have just taken over from congressman Fish,
who had to leave, so I will be chairing the commission for the balance
of the day.

I want to express my thanks to congressman Fish for chairing the
Commission up to this point.

I also want to thank sandy D'Alemberte for his testimony today, and
we look forward to working with you on this question.

MR. D'ALEMBERTE: Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, may
I introduce Denise Cardman?

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Denise Cardman, yes.

MR. D'ALEMBERTE: She works with the American Bar
Association and has been blessed with the task of working with this
commission. She is in the washington office and I think you'll find her
extremely helpful. she will give me instructions to return whenever you
tell her to give them to me. If we can help out, please let us know.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Certainly. Thank you very much.

MR. D'ALERMBERTE: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Next, I would liketo greet Mr. paul
Kamenar. [146] Mr. Kamenar is Executive Legal Director of the
washington Legal Foundation, which is a non-profit public interest taw
and policy center.

As part of the Foundation's court watch project, Mr. Kamenar,
among other things, has filed numerous misconduct complaints under the
1980 Judicial Discipline Act. Also, Mr. Kamenar is a ienior fellow of
the Administrative conference of the United states and has argued cases
before the united States Supreme court and testified, ai well, on
numerous occasions before the Congress.

Mr. Kamenar, welcome. You may proceed as you wish. [1471
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PAUL D. KAMENAR. ESQ.
EXECUTIVE LEGAL DIRECTOR

WASHINGTON LEGAL FOUNDATION

MR. KAMENAR: Thank you very much, Mr. chairman, and thank you
members of the commission for inviting me here today to share hy
thoughts and experiences with this commission. I commend tt;
commission for the work that it is doing. I think it is vitally important
that you study these issues and come up with reforms that are necessary.
I !op. that I can give you some insight into our experience ttrat migirt
help you with that task.

I'm the Executive Legal Director of the washingon Legal
Foundation. we are a non-profit public interest law and poticy center.
we engage in litigation and the adrninistrative process oui, a variety of
substantive areas, as well as publish monographs and working papers on
various legal topics.

As the chairman pointed out, we have a court watch project which
constitutes a relatively small but, nonetheless, importani part of our
foundation, where we monitor the conduct of state and fediral judges.
we have filed misconduct conrplaints against dozens of state and federal
judges for misconduct on and off tlre bench.

we've also filed amicus briefs in various cases Ir49] that have some
relationship to this issue, one in the court of clairns involving Judge
Alcee Hastings, a claim for cornpensation on the grouncls that the
attorney's fees he had to expend to defend himself in the impeachment
proceedings constituted a diminution of his salary and, therifore, was
unconstitutional.

I won't go it any further lest I breach a violation of the canons of
ethics for Judge Plager, who may have to hear that on appeal. But we
were, also, in the court of Appeals dealing with the legal iiiues involved
in Judge Alcee Hastings' impeachment proceedings.

we're also considering filing a brief in the supreme court in the
u.s. v. Nixon case on the side of the united states supporting the current
procedures that the Senate has to streamline the implichment process.
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we have file<l at ore state level complaints against a Michigan judge
who-publicly gave probation to two white men convictetl ror beatingio
death an Asian-American. The Department of Justice later filed a civil
rights charge against those two killers.

we also fited a complaint against former chief Judge carl Mouttrie
of the superior court of the District of columbia on behalf of a mother
whose daughter was viciously murdered, having been shot dead in the
head three times point blank. The jucrge gave the confessed weekends
only in a halfivay [150] house for a year. you wonder why there's a lot
of violence in the District of columbia and other places where judges
think a slap on the wrist is sufficient punishment?

- we filed a complaint recently against a california court of Appeals
judge who is simultaneously serving as a trustee of the Environmental
Defense Fund, a clear violation of the code of Judicial conduct, when
he sis on environmental cases.

At ttre federat levet, we fited comptaints under the Judicial conduct
and Disability Act of 1980 against former Judge Arcee Hastings, and
ag3inst circuit Judge Abner Mikva for soliciting members to join an
ABA comminee. I guess the ABA is not here. They may have lost some
members because Judge Mikva agreed to discontinue that practice upon
receiving an advisory opinion from the committee oi ttre Judicial
Conference on this issue.

we frled a comptaint against Robert Sweet of New york, who has
the dubious distinction of becoming the first federal official of any of the
three branches of our federal government to publicly call lor the
legalization of all drugs. He continues to sit on drug cases.

we filed misconduct complaints against Judge Buchmeyer in Texas,
which I will talk about in a minute; and Judge Kelly in philidelphia, and
others.

our general and overall comment is that the tl5ll disciplinary
prg:ess as we've experienced it and researched it is generally ineffective.
I think you've heard testimony before me, and maybe this morning, that
things seem to be going pretty well, but that's noi our experience. .

our impression is that the misconduct is generaily condoned, judges
are unwilling to investigate misconduct of their fellorv juclges unless if
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gets very egregious as in the case of Judge Alcee Hastings; and ttrat they
will generally look for ways to dismiss the complaints that are filed.

When the chief judges dismiss the complaints and their decisions are
appealed as the statute does allow, our experience is that those decisions
are generally rubber stamped. Almost always there's no reason or
opinion that is issued explaining the decision of the full judicial council.
The complainant and the public, again, are left with the impression that
the judges are sweeping the problem under the rug.

I think the statistics-and I don't have them, but I'm sure the Judicial
Conference has compiled these statistics-show generally that these
complaints are almost always dismissed and very few get to the
investigatory stage.

I think the case that best illustrates our frustration with the operation
of this whole process is our complaint against Judge Jerry Buchmeyer in

Dallas, Texas, [52] which we filed before the Judicial Council of the

Fifth Circuit, which to us has seemed to make a mockery of the statute
in the way they handled it.

I think the Fifth Circult, among atl of the clrcuits, has been very
remiss in enforcing the statue. They have provisions in their local rules

such as a one-year stafute of limitations, which the federal statute does
not condone, but, nevertheless, they have that.

We filed a misconduct complaint against Judge Buchmeyer because
of information that came to us t|at suggested that the judge had engaged
in ex parte contacts with Mayor Annette Strauss of Dallas involving a

civil righ6 case that involved the city of Dallas without getting the

consent of all the attorneys in that case. [153]

We didn't know for sure whether that occurred-we had good

evidence and information to support it. We filed the complaint, and
unbeknownst to us, both the mayor and the city attorney submitted secret
affidavits, if you will, to the Judicial Council confirming that the judge

did not contact the attorney, the city attorney, and, indeed, the mayor did
state that she talked to the judge about the case and he informed her not
to tell anyborly that they had talked. She went on a radio talk show, and
explained what would happen if this case wasn't resolved the way it
should be. She was asked repeatedly, "Did you talk to the judge about
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this, because it sounds like you know something the rest of us don,t
know.'

she, of course, publicly said, *No, I haven't' on the advice of thejudge. It later came out that he hacl told her not to tell anybody about
that.

so, unbeknownst to both the judge and our Foundation, those
affidavits were submitted. chief Judge 

-ctart< 
had sent the copy of the

complaint to Judge Buchmeyer, and Judge Buchmeyer in a conierence in
his chambers with the parties' attorneyJin the casi, said, ..1've got this
complaint from the washington Legat Foundation, un.l I'r going to
answer this, and I'm going to say to the chief Juclge that I clid gritt e
TT:nt-of the city attorney,- and looked at the city attorney's associate
[l54] who was in the room and, he clid reply that tie did gei the consent
of all the attorneys.

That's when the city anorney took it upon herself to fite this affidavit
saying that just simply wasn't the case.

we also made some other allegations that cluring the course of an
intervention proceeding before Jurrge Buchmeyer theie were allegations
that people were sending him retters, hate mail, about his activities and
had a very racist in tone.

He pulled those letters out during the hearing, at the intervention
hearing, and implied to those who were going to intervene in the case
against the city and against the plaintiffJ nai tey may be racist like
these letters suggest. very improper conduct, as we maintain in our
complaint.

Nevertheless, chief Judge clark said that with respect to the ex parte
contact with the mayor, the judge never really considered this
information, so it really didn't amount to anything, ind did not dispose
of the consideration of these crank retters during in open hearing; and
th9 way he was discourteous to litigants saying thit, .well, this is all part
of the proceedings and, therefore, reraie to procee<tings before the
court.' Apparently, Judge crark has a rure thatk reaily nJt phrased that
way in the [l55] statute that such misconduct is noi fair garne for ajudicial misconduct complaint.

tt, t i
.  i .
'  . l
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^- ru finally then said, with respect to the discrepancy between theaffidavits of the ,nuygl.rl1l t'e cityattorney and what Judge Buchmeyertold him, that by pubrishing rhis order that recites ail these nefariousevents, that tlrat by itserf constitutes 'appropriat, 
.orrr.,iu, action.under the Judicial Miscon<luct Act.

It seemed to us that the corrective action shourct have been some kinrlof reprinrand or disciprinary action against rhe judge. cori..tiu" action,in our view is wherg for eximple, Jr;t; Mikva rei,aineo irom solicitingmembers to the ABA committee, or 
-it 

utr judge in c.iii"r"i, wourdresign as a trustee of the Environrnentar Defense Fund. That,s correctiveaction.

It seemed to us v.ery strange to argue that corrective action is themere publication of the reciting of theie proceedings, as if that,s theintervening event' It doesn't rul, .ny sense for tt e i.,ere pubrication togo backwards in time and constitute an intervening event.

we, thereupon, firect a second compraint focusing on this dissembting
!1jrdgr Buchmeyer. we ateged trrat it may even viorare lg u.s.c.l00l' That was kicked. down-to luogr poritz, the next ,anting circuitjudge, [156] because, obviousry, you'?be reviewing, in un .i, some ofwhat Chief Judge Clark did.

-. Judge Politz crury dismissed it under section (a) (r) as the compraintdld not realty state a ctaim. Ancl there we are.

Th-9n we appeared the.whore thing, by the way, to the fuil Judiciatcouncil of the Fifth circuit back in ihateue. the iate is of this appeatwhich is before the commission-it was fired .rrorl. y*ago-ana *ejust received word a few weeks ,go that it was, again, summarilyaffirmed, with no reasons given expiaining why.ny oitti, conduct byJudge Buchmeyer was notliotative of dr9 qoig oi corou.i and whywhat appears to be actuar dissembring to the judiciar .oun.iiiluf, doesnot constitute rhe worst form of judiiiat oisciptine in terms-oiniot.tionof the Code of Conduct.

That undermines the integrity of t'e whote process, and l,veexperienced this in an number of cases. I've had .itir.n, ..ti me up,send me their simirar pleadings, and find that they atro-rirur,,ydissatisfaction with the whole ,lrirr.

SXr*"n*- -*-+"*
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As I've stated, the statute basicaily gives the chief judge threereasons to dismiss the cornpraint: one, it'i not in conforriiy iuiil' rzz 1.y(l); two, it directry rerates to the *iit" of a decision or procedurarruling; [l57] or, three, it's frivolous. 

evv's'v" vr I

Now, the chief judge can dismiss on any of those three grounds, orthey can, as the chief Jucrge of the n. c.-circuir di; ;itf respecr roJudge Mikva, say that corrective action was tuken there and conclucle theproceeding.

we have no nrobrem reaty with the way the Mikva one wiurhandled. But with respect to thesl three grounds, it seems that the chiefjudge and the councirs can reaily manipurate these ground, *hat.u*, *aythey want to deal with this.

For exampl., *il r?Tegl to point number one, thar it is .not inconformity with section 3i21c1,' what does trr.t r.urry'*run, -not rnconformity?' section 372(c)(r) says you have to nte a uriei compraintalleging the misconcluct. weil, if tire complaint is long instead of brief,I guess one courd say it's not in conformity ancr, therefbre, can bedismissed under that, although it seems that thi*'s been invokeJ uasicaltyto show that you haven't^rJaily statecr a cause of action, so to speak,under the statute, and I think that needs to be clarified.

The second point is: Does it directly relate to the merits of a decisionor procedural ruling?. Now, as I've just told you, rhut;;; used todismiss ^our Judge Bu-chmryer comptairit, an, arso *u, ur.a ,fu, chiefJudge of the Third Il5gl circuit to iismiss the compraint *, ni.a againsta judge who was invited to attend u .nnfrrrn., on albestos in New york,paid for by praintiffs and their counser in an asbestos case that he wassining on. He refuseir to recuse trimsetr.-we argued that he sho'rd haverecuse<l himserf for a number of reasons. an,r,"agaiil;; ,ui, "w.tt,
it's directly rerated to the merits or a J..irion or procedurar ruring..

we don't think-if it's a viotation of the code of judiciar conduct,and one vioration is fairure to recuse-rhat congress ,eirry'i"i.roro u,"anything that rerares to._rhe proceeoinls ue 6n riri;'f;;'; judicialmisconduct compraint. rne nart1ry ruv-roi *;;; ;;;;.ui'rr,li. rightsduring litigation where there might uJsore misconduct by rrre judge,even though it might be abre to bi handred through tr,e courisystenr, fo,fear that there may be some retaliation.

g
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That's a well-founded fear, and it behooves groups like ourselves to
be independent and follow these kinds of misconduct complaints and not
be thrown out by the chief judge on the grounds that, well, if there's
really a problem here, let the parties appeal this failure to recuse or other
misconduct by the court.

In the Buchmeyer case, we argued about the way he mistreated the
witnesses and so forth. Again, the intervenor [159] did not want to
appeal that decision, and didn't have the resources. But why should that
kind of misconduct in open court be countenanced, especially when even
Judge Ctark, coauthor of the Illustrative Rules, indicated that if there is
an allegation of misconduct while the judge is on tlre bench, the chief
judge would normally want to see the transcript of the proceedings there.

In this case, Chief Judge Clark, not even taking his own advice
apparently, did not even order the transcript and did not treat this
seriously because he thought he had an internal rule that if it dealt with
an open hearing, that's off limits for misconduct complaints.

Finally, the third ground is: Is it frivolous? What do you mean by

that? For example, in the Judge Kelly complaint in Philadelphia-and I'll

be closing here in a second-not only do we allege that he improperly
attended ttris asbestos conference, but as a totally independent allegation
we discovered that he received a $500 gift from his court reporter. There
is a federal law that prohibits superiors in all three branches of
government from receiving gifu from their subordinates. In fact, there
are two federal laws on tftis; indeed, some advisory opinions by the
Judicial Conference apply.

Yet the Chief Judge of the Third Circuit said, 'That's frivolous.'
Really. I mean, since when is it a [160i frivolous allegation that a federal
judge has violated a federal law?

So you can understand our total frustration with the way tfiis law is

being applied out in the field, so to speak, and we recommend that there
be changes made to the statute. Perhaps one change that might be made
is right there in the beginning of 372(c) in terms of what is subject to the
judicial misconduct complaint procedure, where it says, "Has the judge

engaged in conduct prejudicial to the effective administration of justice?"

Well, what does Orat mean? I would think that any viotation of the
U.S. Code of Conduct ought to be, per se, considered to be conduct

-*fl* ,
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prejudicial to the administrati'n 0f justice. Apparentry, some of thecircuits don't think so..r-wourcr atso say a viotation of a federar or a statelaw by a judge shoutd be subject io this. So I wourcr recommendamending the starute so that it wourd read that a comptaini may be firedwhere 'the judge has viorated the code of conduci ror u.i. Judges,violated any federar or state raw, or otherwise .ngarJ ii conductprejudicial to the administration of justice..

This would drive it home, so that the circuit court councits can,tweasel out under that phrase in order to cover up what ctearry isimproper conduct.

- .. t {:f other quick points: We think that the chiefjudge I16l] and thefull judicial councir-ought to give reasons for the ,iirpiriii* of thesecomplaints. A rot of times they're just clismissed or affirmed in one ortwo sentences. you really don't know what the reasons are.

we recommend that dispositions of att compraints by the chief judge
and judicial council be fired with the Administrative office of the U.S.courts. The Third circuit rocar rure does require this. I went down tothe conference, found maybe two or three firings trrere in ttre fire fromthe Third circuit. They're not even foilowing rhJir own .rle. ihere havebeen hundreds of comptaints over the years to do with ttre Third circuit,and there are only two or three in ttre folOert

we also recommend highry to the commission the recommendations
lv tr:20th.cenrury Funcr rasl Fotce on Federar lu.|i.iuin.rfonsibility
that looked at a rot of these issues. And there are a roi of goodrecommendations in here with respect to disctosure, and *i,h ,rrp.., ,o,perhaps, having a oversight pane-r-composed of not just tr,e Juiie, rn tr,,circuit, but perhaps attorneyi and raymen as there are in the stu6luoi.iutmisconduct commissions. that, at ieast, wourd give tne fuuric at reastthe appearance rhat it's not jusi a mattei of the ii,,rg., trying'iu pro,..,their own in dismissing a loi of these complainti. 

v r e --

That generaily concrudes my remarks, and |d be Ir62] grad to takeany questions.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Thank you, Mr. Kamenar. We dohave'The Good Judge." And we've hacr at reast one, if not two,witnesses from the task force already appear before us.
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I'd like to now yietd to Judge plager. Judge plager?

JUDGE PLAGER: Thank you very much, Mr. Kamenar, for your
thoughtful and considered remarks. witlrout knowing all the oeiaits or lt
the cases you have discussed with us, and without grtting into the merits
of any particular case, I must say trrat your remarkJcertainly <lrive home
at a minimum the fact that the system seems not to be communicating
effectively to the public, or at least certainly parts of the public a sense
of satisfaction with the way it is working.

And that's an important consideration. That is, if we are going to
continue with the system in which judges deal with their own probterns,
it has to be a system that deserves and gets wiclespreid public
understanding and concurrence. And you're suggesting that we're iating
substantially short of that.

And, as I say, I think that's a concern then that we certainly have to
address, and I thank you for bringing it to us. [1631

Let me ask you just one, well, a couple of questions. perhaps you
answered this question in the last few minutes of your remarks. Given
your concerns, have you told us what you think we need to do to make
the- system more responsive? And, if so, please clon't repeat it. I'il get
it from the record. or, are there other things that we can do or should
be doing, or is it your feeling that the system is just fatally flawed and
we have to have a different one?

MR. KAMENAR: Well, I did make several recommendations. I
don't think it's fatally flawed. I think it needs to be and can be improved
substantially along the lines of being more accountable to the public. And
I made several suggestions about changing some statutory ianguage to
make it clear what conduct can be subject to the Act, and how there may
even be an oversight committee composed of not just judges but
attorneys and laymen as well to open the process up. Some of the
confidentiality provisions, I think, need to be opened up and, basically,
some of the recommendations in "The Good Judge' by the 200r centuiy
Fund rask Force should be adopted. The commission should seriously
look at that as well as, as I said earlier, for the chief judge and the
council to explain the reasons why they're dismissing complaints. I don't
expect every time I file a complaint [164] that I'm going to get what I
want. I don't mind losing a case. I lose a lot of cases. But what I don't
like is not knowing why I lost.
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which reflect pretty much fte federal ones, as well. In terms of the
appearance of justice and undermining the integrity of the judiciary, we
think it clearly is a slap in the face where unduly lenient sentences just
have the public totally outraged and we think it-

JUDGE PLAGER: I take your point, but my question is were you
suggesting that we discard the merits criteria?

MR. KAMENAR: No, I don't think that necessarily has [66] to be
discarded, but I think what needs to be clarified is this, that what does
it mean by the merits because we have cases where the judge would
find-as Chief Judge Clark held in the Fifth Circuit- that if it's anything
dealing with what happened in open court, it's with the merits and,
therefore, is not eligible.

But, number two, even if lt had to do with the merits, is there an
analog in the Code of Conduct? For example, recusal. The Code of
Conduct states that a judge shall recuse him or herself under certain
conditions. That's a separate body of ethical law.

There's atso a separate body of case law that decides when a party
can file such motions and when the courts can rule on it.

If, indeed, the partles either don't use that procedure or are satisfied
with the decision of the judge not to recuse himself, I don't think it
should be off limits for an independent organization like ourselves or
anyone else who thinks that the decision is totally wrong; it's obvious to
everybody, but no one wants to appeal it for strategic or tactical litigation
reasons, that the Code of Conduct has been violated. It should not be
swept under the rug as if to say simply, "Yes, everybody would agree
that the Code of Conduct has been violated, but just because it happens
to be part of ttris proceeding that nobody wanted to raise, [167] we're not
going to address it.'

JUDGE PLAGER: I understand. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Iudge Campbell?

JUDGE CAMPBELL: Thank you for your testimony. I don't have
any specific question at the moment.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Chief Justice Hall?
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CHIEF JUSTICE HALL: I don'r believe I have anything.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Mr. Cooper?

MR. coopER: I onry have one question in addition to wetcoming
Mr. Kamenar to our.proceeding todiy. And that is oo you or your
organization have any information or inlerest or participation in a judicial
discipline proceeding that is taking place that aris., out of rexas dealing
with a Texas redistricting case?

This is something that was brought to our attention, this
commission's attention, at its last meeting. And I was just wondering if
you have any participation in that.

MR. KAMENAR: No, we do not. I am generaily aware of that, and
it so-unds.suspiciously similar to with Judge Buchmeyer, although they,re
totally different cases and facts and districts and so forth. Bui we will
tukg . look at that, and if we trrink something is warranted we will take
action. But I understand that that has reached the next level, as I
understand, where finally an investigatory Il6g] committee has been
appointed. So the judge or the chief judge theie, which is probably
unprecedented, has begun opening the proceeding, or starting url
proceedings.

MR. COOPER: Okay. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: professor Burbank?

PROF. BURBANK: Mr. Kamenar, I think your remarks are very
helpful to the commission. Am I correct in assuming that your testimony
is that the Fifth circuit stiil has the statute of limitations in its rules?
Because my impression was that that was matJe verboten by the 1990
amendments to the Act.

MR. KAMENAR: Well, I think you're correct. They may have
changed-

PROF. BURBANK: Because of the Fifth Circuit_

MR. KAMENAR: -or probabry at their next meeting. But the tatest
rules that I have from rhe Fifth ciriuit do have a statutJof limitations.
I don't know whether that rule-

rl
i  r l
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PROF. BURBANK: It must be in the process of revision'

MR. KAMENAR: I hope so. I hope a lot of-

PROF, BURBANK: So do I.

I , d | i ke toexp |o rew i t l r youa l i t t l eb i t o fwha ty .o .usa idbecause i t
relates to some iniormation and discussion that the tl69l Commission has

had before. Your notion, which we have heard from others, is that the

commission should be cclncernerJ with the way in whictr the chief judges

and the councils, to the extent they're reviewing dismissals by the chief

luJgo, are interpreting language that is not the most determinant'

Frivolity, of course, is often thouglrt to be in the eye of tlre beholder.

we know how indeterminant the concept of frivolousness is under this

statuteor Rule ll, or whatever. That's been, I think' thefocus of many

comments about indeterminacY.

Iwasmoreinterestedtohearyourcommentsaboutwhatonemight
call abuse of t1e powei to dismiss,incleed, the duty to dismiss complaints

ttrat are directly ielated to the meris of a decision or a procedural ruling'

I believe that the commission shoulct take a look at that, as rvell as

dec i s ionsbych ie f j uc lges toconc luc lep roceed ingson theg round tha t
there,s been correctiuJaction taken, which I also was interested to hear

you testifY about.

I woutd like to explore for a moment, if I may' your notion' as I

take it, that it would be appropriate, perhaps by statutory-amendment' to

read into or to put inio tf,ii statute ttre Code of Judicial Conduct' I think

I also heard you ,.y that you thought that it should be automatically a

violation of the 1986 Act by [1?0] amendment if a judge has violated any

law. I wonder whether that really is something that you mean to say'

I 'mconcernedbecause i fone looksa t l awyerd i sc ip l i nenow 'ong
sees the potential hazards of formulating what one might call

transremedial norms. one hazard, of course, is that notms get skewed

because they're defined to deal with a number of different remedial

contexts.

Ano t t re rhaza rd i s ,pe rhaps , tha twecanno t fo reseea l l t heuses to
which the norms will be put. The Kaye Scholar incident suggests'

purt rpr, the problem there. Would we hive formulated the model rules
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the way we did if we knew that the government might go after the entire
assets of a law firm?

Do you really think that every time a judge-and let's assume that
there has been a violation-has violated the Code of Conduct, that that
judge should be subjected to discipline under the Act? Do you really
think that every time that a judge has violated any law that that judge
ought to be subjected to discipline?

MR. KAMENAR: Well, let me begin by, first of all, perhaps
clarifying the statutes here. The statute in terms of whether the subject
of the complaint directly related to the merits of the decision or
procedural ruling and so forth, it states here that the chief judge may
dismiss the [7lJ complaint. Ir's not compelled under the statute. The
statute does not compel dismissal even if it does relate to the merits of
procedural ruling.

So it seems to me Congress did not foreclose that altogether.

But going to your question regarding whether I think the judicial
conduct should be built into the statute as well as violation of federal
law. I think the case can be made, certainly, for the Code of Judicial
Conduct to be put into the procedure that purports to discipline judges
from violating ethical considerations.

With respect to lawyers, you have that as well. To be sure, there are
a lot of problems with the Kaye Scholer case and so forth, but there are
many cases in D. C., for example, where a lawyer was disciplined not
for anything he did with respect to his practice. I'll give you an example
where a lawyer had rented a car from an airport car rental agency. His
friend drove it or something like that, and it was returned and the friend
didn't pay for it. He said, well, my lawyer friend rented it. The lawyer
didn't pay the bill and tried to stiff the car dealership or the car rental
agency.

The D.C. Disciplinary Bar Council nrled that that conduct violated
the ethics of conduct for lawyers in terms of how they conduct not only
their professional lives, [l72] but their private lives as well. That person
was reprimanded or suspended for a couple months or sontething like
that.

'  : i  r
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PROF. BURBANK: I think that's a very good example, because I
think if you look at the legislative history of the 1980 Act, rightly or
wrongly, and I know we're talking about statutory amendments here, if
you will-and I define that legislative history broadly to include the
previous attempts to pass legislation in ttre Senate-you will find that one
of the re:$ons why the Nunn-DeConcini bill failed was because of
concern on the part of a number of legislators that the standard that was
being used would allow the bodies that would have been charged by the
legislation with the carrying out of the process to delve too deeply into
the lives of individual judges for things that were not demonstrably
related to their conduct on the bench.

Now, I take it'that one response you could make is-at least if one
is talking about the Code of Judicial Conduct-presumably, there's
nothing in there ttrat is not demonstrably related to the conduct of the
judge on the bench. I'm not sure you could make the same response with
respect to violations of federal law.

I remember ln connection with the proposed constitutional
amendment for automatic removal for violation [173] of a felony, that
Judge Wallace came up with the marvelous example of Idaho law, and
there's a comparable crime for federal reservations, that poisoning your
neighbor's cat is a felony. I was asked by Senator Hatch if I thought that
a judge ought to be removed for poisoning his or her neighbor's cat, and
I thought, rather, that a report to the SPCA would be appropriate.

MR. KAMENAR: Yes. Right. Wetl, I think, you know, you've got
a point to be made there. But with respect to the Code of Judicial
Conduct, if that wasn't the intent of the Congress when passing this,
certainly we see tlrat the phrase that is currently in the statute needs to
be defined, "conduct prejudicial to the effective and expeditious
administration of the business of the courts."

I just simply think that the pubtic has a right to expect federal judges

and all judges to comply with the Code of Conduct, especially judges,

because they represent society, law and order, and so forth. And I think
that Canon 2 says a judge shall respect the law and instill public
confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary. It talks about
the-

PROF. BURBANK: I guess all I'm saying, Mr. Kamenar-
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MR. KAMENAR: -judge's sociat and famiry Ir74] retationships
and so forth. I'm not asking that they pry into ttre-luoge's private lives
in every sense, but I would think thal il one can make out a case where
the judge has violated the code of conduct for united States Judges, or
an applicable advisory opinion to that, that that should be subject to the
dis_ciplinary proceedin-gs. perhaps you have a point with iespect to
federal and state law that poisoning a cat or running a red light may be
de minimus or frivolous or-

PROF. BURBANK: or not rerated to conduct on the bench.

MR. KAMENAR: Perhaps that's correct. Maybe that courd be rhe
qualifying phrase because there are other cases like we said, for example,
with respect to Judge Buchmeyer, where we felt that his dissembling to
the circuit in terms of investigating of complaint, that really didn't relate
to the conduct on the bench in that particular time although the first
complaint did. The second one focused solely on the *uy 

-h, 
handled

himself with the first complaint.

And we think that that too shourd rise to the tevet of review under
the respective statute.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Thank you very much. one tast
question. Because of your difficulties with the l9g0 Act [175] and the
way you've been treated under it or fared under it, and your
recommendation of 'The Good Judge,' it is my recollection ttrat itrey
describe the 1980 Act as basicaily an inquisitorial technique in terms of
handling complaints or cases and suggesied the adversariil model might
be the way to go.

Have you any view about that?

MR. KAMENAR: Well, no, I haven't focused on that. I,d be glad
to give some more thought to that and submit my views to the
Commission.

. I think with respect to serious allegations (and there are a lot of these
serious allegations), since it involves issentiaily what may perhaps even
lead to impeachment, as we know, tlrat there is in adversarial
relationship involved. I think a lot of rhese can be handle<l sirnply withjust th.e judge being admonished by the chief Judge the way, for
example, Judge Mikva's comptaint was handled

,ilt"
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We were essentially satisfied with the way that was handled, and that
wasn't necessarily inquisitorial or adversarial. It was just common sense,
it seemed to me, how that was essentially handled. And we got relief.
The judge stopped what he was doing which we felt was wrong. lt was
soliciting membership to the ABA committee. lt had nothing to do with
what he did on the bench, although [76] that was a second element of
our complaint. And we think there should be some mechanism to handle
these kinds of charges.

CHAIRMAN KASTENMEIER: Thank you very much, Mr.
Kamenar, for your contribution today.

Next, the chair would like to call Reid Weingarten, who is waiting
here patiently. Mr. Weingarten, I think, as the Commission knows, is a
partner in the law firm of Steptoe and Johnson here in Washington. He
also serves as special council for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
investigation known as the "October Surprise."

Mr. Weingarten was the prosecutor in the irnpeachment trials of
Alcee Hastings and Walter Nixon, and was involved, as well, in the
Claiborne case. He was a trial attorney with the U.S. Department of
Justice from 1977 to 1987.

You're most welcome, Mr. Weingarten. We are delighted to hear
what you have to say. [77]

REID WEINGARTEN, ESQ.
PROSECTJTING ATTORNEY FOR

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 1977 . 1987

MR. WEINGARTEN: lt's a great privilege to be here, and I'm
delighted to do anything I possibly can to help the Commission.

As you stated, my experience in connection with your work dates
back to my service as a prosecutor in the Public Integrity Section of the
Justice Department from 1977 to 1987. As the Commission knows, I'm
sure, every allegation in the federal system against a federal judge is
referred to the Public Integrity Section, and the Public Integrity Section
is a small group of approximately 25 lawyers; and it's the intention of
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